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Abstract. The agricultural domain has had a significant role throughout history in hu-
man societies across the globe. With the fast growth of communication and information
systems, the structure of farming procedures has evolved to new modern standards. Al-
though multiple features helped gain from these advancements, there are many current
and rising threats to security in the agricultural domain. The present paper gives novel
methods and architectural designs and implements distributed ledger through the Tangle
platform. Initially, the article discusses the threats and vulnerabilities faced in the farm-
ing sector and presents an extensive literature survey, and later conducts an experiment
for distributing data through a tangle distributed ledger system. The authors highlight the
limitations of central, cloud, and blockchain and suggest mitigation measures through
distributed IOTA systems and distributed storage facilities for data and the possible in-
fluence these solutions can bring in the aspects of data security in the agricultural sector.
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1 Introduction

Smart agriculture is designed as Agriculture Cyber-Physical Systems (A-CPS) using Internet-
of-Agro-Things (IoAT). IoAT collect data from multiple sensors installed on farming fields
for data analysis and decision-making. The sensors and communication devices record the
statistics and understand the machine-to-machine and machine-to-human interactions. With
the Internet of Things, the model of agriculture has shifted to precision agriculture on farming
fields, including in areas of planting, feeding, lessening water and fertilizer use, and supporting
intelligent systems with reduced energy consumption [1]. The Fig. 1 illustrates how modern
equipment and IoAT are helping to collect critical data from the fields for agricultural research
and science institutes and farmers. These IoAT things require additional features such as
real-time data streaming and end-to-end data security. From the agricultural point of view in
data security, there are two main concerns, including the collection and storage of farming
data. As there is a variety of data residing in fields, conventional monitoring methods cannot
be applied, and also the data can be exposed to human errors. With the increase in information
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and communications systems, the number of cyber crimes have also increased worldwide,
stealing and harming a variety of assets. Existing cloud systems have multiple limitations of
central storage, continuous connectivity, security risks through different providers, bandwidth
constraints, and faint backup procedures. The cyber security procedures combine different
techniques to give high protection against attacks on data [2]. Blockchain (BC) is a Distributed
Ledger Technology (DLT), a new way to share data securely through cryptographic hashes
in a distributed platform that is being applied in various domains nowadays. The agricultural
field is also taking advantage of the decentralized features of blockchain, but these systems
are going through complex steps to generate blocks and consume energy with on-chain
storage [3]. To face issues in blockchain, the applications are designed with off-chain storage
solutions and exercise other methods to avoid cost, latency, and energy consumption.
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Fig. 1. Data collected from modern equipment’s in agriculture.

Tangle is another Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) that does not require fees and
validates the transaction nodes at full speed. The transactions are said to be valid if the pre-
vious two transaction’s history does not conflict with the current transaction. The consensus
mechanism, proof of Work (PoW), is not used for validating the transaction but for keeping
the network secure from spam. The overall throughput of the tangle is infinite, and the
consensus mechanism is used for defining the limits of the throughput. A distributed storage
(IPFS) system is a platform for storing data, websites, applications, and accessing files [4]
and does everything a central system does but without a central storage system. Some of
the motivations for implementing current paper CroPAiD are listed in the Fig. 2. Combining
both tangle and IPFS can bring more security and privacy to sensitive agricultural data. The
information stored on the IPFS network generates a cryptographic hash through a content
identifier to retrieve the data later securely.

The paper follows the given order: We discuss various prior works using conventional
and modern methods for transmitting and storing sensitive agricultural data in Section 2. The
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Fig. 2. Motivations for the CroPAiD.

Section 3 elaborates on problems raising through modern and traditional methods and list
the novel solutions provided through current system. In Section 4 and Section 5, we define
various components, provide a state of the architecture for CroPAiD and give algorithm steps
for navigating the data over IPFS and Tangle, respectively. The implementation of the system
and the results obtained are shown in Section 6 followed by the conclusions and further
research aspects in Section 7.

2 Related Works

For agricultural data storage, usually, the data is collected in conventional local databases or
cloud systems. In the current agricultural 4.0 era, many researchers and scholars are conduct-
ing profound studies on how modern data storage methods can be introduced. Launching
ledger technology into IoT for data security can be done in two scenarios; the first is making
use of off-chain data storage with the help of distributed storage-IPFS or traditional local
databases. The second is the direct storage of data on distributed ledger systems.

The paper [5] G-DaM sends the data collected from the Internet of Things to the near
edges for storing the data in distributed platforms and public blockchain technology. The
application overcomes the traditional data sharing and limitations of central and cloud systems
and increases the quality and integrity of the data. The agroString [6] proposed an intelligent
IoT-based edge system for the management of data through a private corDapp application.
The system sends the information collected from the IoT edge sensors through the private
blockchain to avoid traditional public blockchain systems’ costs and energy consumption and
evade bottlenecks of central and cloud systems. The application implements an IoAT-edge
for collecting temperature and humidity datasets and sends those readings to the corDapp to
bring integrity, trust, visibility, and data quality to each supply chain stakeholder.

The paper [7] uses blockchain for fruit and vegetable traceability to overcome traditional
centralized systems. With the help of a dual storage structure- “database + blockchain” the
system designs the application using an on-chain and off-chain storage technique to reduce
the load pressures and increase the data integrity throughout the supply chain. The results
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of the system exhibit improved security of secluded information and further enhance the
authenticity and reliability of data. Information modifications and tampering with the sensitive
data collected in a supply chain may lead to serious issues regarding the quality and safety
of the end product. The article [8] makes use of blockchain for time stamping, traceability,
and tamper-proofing of data with the help of smart contracts. The solidity language contract
manages the agricultural product transactions with access control and improves the upload
and response times.

Crop monitoring is essential to keep a check for pests, weeds, and diseases in the crops.
Monitoring is done using different sensors to see the current state of the product to project and
predict what will be the next state and issues arising in the crops. The farmer takes preventive
measures accordingly based on the information collected in the crop monitoring. Field monitor-
ing plays a vital role in increasing crop yield, and modern IoT technology and communication
systems are beneficial in fulfilling this requirement. An efficient crop monitoring system is
proposed in sFarm [9] through a sensor to collect the data and share the real-time data securely
using IOTA Tangle distributed ledger platform. With the help of IOTA, the central, cloud,
public, and private blockchain limitations are overcome, saving energy and time for uploading
and validation. Many distributed access control technologies through blockchain are already in
practice for dealing with centralized and cloud network limitations, but they, too, inherit some
drawbacks, such as high fee transactions and low throughput. The paper [10] proposes a novel
access control framework based on IOTA that enables free transactions with higher throughput.

Using Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE) technology, access rights
are encrypted to provide access control and store the data on the distributed ledger Tangle.
IOTA Tangle has some disadvantages and security threats, such as a parasite chain attack that
is a common double-spending attack. To decrease these types of attacks, the paper [11] gives
an efficient method for detecting a parasite chain. The authors measure a score function at
each IOTA transaction to see the importance level. Any change in this importance is reflected
in the 1st and 2nd order of the derivates, thus giving accurate results in detecting the parasite
chain attack. All the above-discussed prior works try to improve the security in transmitting
and storing agricultural data, but the current system adds additional features of distributed
storage of IPFS to the IOTA distributed ledger platform to overcome conventional and modern
limitations as given in the Table 1.

Table 1. Comparing Prior works with Current application CroPAiD.

Application Storage and Shar-
ing

Cost Platform Energy Con-
sumption

G-DaM [5] IPFS+Public BC Low Distributed+Decentralized High
agroString [6] Private BC-corDapp Zero Decentralized High
Traceability [7] Database+BC Low Decentralized High
Traceability [8] BC High Decentralized High
Crop Monitoring [9] IOTA Tangle Zero Distributed ledger Low
Access Control [10] IOTA Tangle Zero Distributed ledger Low
CroPAiD [Current
Paper]

IPFS + IOTA Tangle Zero Distributed Storage + ledger Low
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3 Novel Contributions of the Current Paper

3.1 Modern communication technologies in Agriculture

With the increase in demand for food in the global market, the need for reduced costs and
increased agricultural production has given way to using new technologies, which is an attrac-
tive choice for farmers and companies [12]. Some of the advantages of IoT applications in the
agricultural sector include crop health monitoring, pest infestation, water management, frost
protection, and decision support. This new method of using novel communication technologies
in agriculture is denoted as precision agriculture or precision farming (PF) [13]. The use of
satellites and GPS in farming helps in digitizing agricultural measurements to see the accuracy
and efficiency of the crop. Based on the measurements collected from these precision agricul-
ture tools, the farmers and the experts in the field, study and analyze the variations of crops
and livestock data. To collect different types of information from the fields, the farmer would
use IoT nodes that come with specific features that make them useful in limited domains [14].

IoAT
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Power 
Consumption 

Memory Size 

Fig. 3. Challenges in IoAT.

3.2 Data Threats through contemporary systems in farming

With the emergence of new communication systems and the addition of the Internet of
Things (IoT) in farming, unknown security risks and data threats arise in the cyber-physical
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environment. These data risks are mainly related to cyber security, data integrity, and data
loss disturbing the stakeholder businesses [15]. The constraints of the IoAT are given in Fig. 3.
Precision Farming uses vast modern machinery in the fields, leading to higher consequences
and threats. Farming is possible in open grounds where weather and environmental conditions
are inconsistent, leading to malfunctioning of the machinery and technical equipment in the
fields, resulting in wrong measurements and hence wrong analysis [16]. Additionally, the
temperature and humidity conditions can affect sensor things for communication, which
can lead to data loss [17]. The cybersecurity issue is a worldwide severe threat activity that
uses a smart device to access sensitive personal and government information. Although strict
restrictions have been implanted through law enforcement, the hackers take advantage of
internet anonymity and attack middleware, network, and application layers [2].

3.3 Novel Solutions Proposed

The novel contributions of the current paper CroPAiD include:

– A unique system is designed with Tangle to increase the quality of data and avoid
drawbacks of sensor things.

– To move bulk data to IOTA and avoid double spending issues of Tangle, the current
system uses distributed storage systems near the edges.

– The imitations of conventional storage databases, cloud, and central systems are circum-
vented using the IOTA distributed ledger platform.

– Increasing security, data integrity, and evading data tampering by the IOTA system.
– Overcoming blockchain high transaction fees and energy usage through distributed ledger

system of Tangle.
– Using Double hashing procedure for the agricultural data through IPFS and Tangle to

increase security and privacy of data.
– A state-of-the-art architecture is presented for the current system CroPAiD.
– Designing a Cost-efficient infrastructure and presenting results with zero transaction fees

and secured hashes.

4 Overview of the proposed Framework - The CroPAiD

4.1 Agriculture Cyber-Physical Systems (A-CPS)

The cyber-physical systems (CPS) combines the software and hardware components to ex-
ecute a well-defined task. A system that connects and manages the physical attributes towards
its computing capabilities and a design that connects and controls the physical organizations
with virtual structures through networks. The combination of wireless sensor networks that
supervise the physical entities can enhance itself in real-time scenarios. The CPS are applied
in multiple domains to help in substituting conventional methods and integrating various
platforms and technologies together [18]. Smart Agriculture is one of the domains that can
benefit from CPS due to its modern and smarter applicability in monitoring and controlling
farming activities and gathering the information associated with crops, soil, livestock hygiene,
and weather in real-time, along with maintaining the environment and preserving energy.
Fig. 4 gives different layers of cps and their connectivity in physical systems through smart
devices to control and manage the data in an intelligent way.
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Fig. 4. Agriculture Cyber-Physical Systems (A-CPS).

4.2 Distributed Storage - IPFS

One of the limitations of Tangle is that the attackers can implant several duplicates of the
data that can lead to double-spending transactions [19]. A user can create and spend the same
digital asset multiple times, which must be checked and prevented. A distributed storage-IPFS
or Interplanetary File System is an internet protocol mainly to store data, avoid data or asset
duplicates across the network, and collect the addresses of the data in the network. By stopping
asset duplication, the IPFS can help in avoiding double spending issues. By using IPFS as
off-chain storage for IOTA tangle, the information is stored in a distributed platform, reducing
local database, central, and cloud constraints. The data is recognized through content, and
every piece of information is divided into 256 kb maximum length blocks. Every block is
labeled with a unique identifier for the content through the cryptographic hash. The distributed
hash table of IPFS is based on the principle of distributed key-value store. Both node iden-
tifiers and distance metrics strategies in IPFS help in storing and retrieving the data quickly.
When reading or writing the data from or to the edges, the end devices search for the nodes
close to the key attribute values using buckets inside the networks to identify the nodes [4,20].
The S/Kademlia algorithm is used for DHT in IPFS to register the nodes whenever a file gets
uploaded and links to nodes through an identifier for file retrieval.

4.3 Data Security through IOTA Tangle

The IOTA Tangle has built two-layer solutions called L2 for dealing with the data. The
first one is built for MAM, and the second is with STREAMS. The Tangle with MAM
has two protocols to traverse and authenticate the data in the distributed ledger network.
These protocols mainly work on the principle of cryptography. With the help of Masked
Authenticated Messaging (MAM) in the IOTA Tangle network, it allows any device to publish
data in the transactions but only read the data of authorized devices. The IOTA introduces
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the concept of zero-value transactions, here, the first protocol is responsible for transactions,
but the data transactions are authenticated. MAM is a second protocol that helps in protecting
the data and verifies its authenticity. With MAM, data channels can avoid malicious attempts
or fake data because only the owner has the right to publish data into the channel. As data
is published into its respective channel, a channel ID is received that acts as the identifier,
which allows other devices to connect to retrieve the data. There are three different channel
modes: public, private, and restricted. In the public channel mode, the transaction uses the
root of the Markle tree as the address; therefore, whichever device gets access to the channel
ID can decrypt the data using the address as the decryption key. In private mode, the Markle
tree’s root is hashed; hence, only those devices with the original root can decrypt the data.
Lastly, restricted channels will include both pre-shared keys and the root of the Markle tree.
Only devices with information regarding both pre-shared keys and Markle tree roots can
decrypt the data. The application for IOTA tangle can be developed using quantum-proof
cryptography, and javascript language [21]. The second is the STREAMS [22] tool that helps
in structuring and navigating the data securely through Tangle. It is basically a framework to
develop applications through secure cryptographic messaging and allows any device to order
messages with integrity and immutability. A publisher device takes control of the messages
to be sent by everyone else and makes the messages private by using public key encryption.
Any device, called a subscriber, can consume and pull and publish the information from the
Tangle as opposed to MAM where only a channel owner can publish the data [23].

4.4 Novel Architecture for CroPAiD

An IoT device used to collect data from agricultural fields is referred to as the Internet-of-
Agro-Things (IoAT). The IoAT is equipped with all the capabilities of networking (WiFi,
LoRa, Bluetooth) to communicate the data through IOTA Tangle. There are several endpoints
between the target device and the IOTA gateway. Fig. 5 shows the state-of-the-art architecture
design for the current system CroPAiD.The edge layer is responsible for fetching the data
from the internet things and sharing the agricultural data among servers. The edges interface
with higher networking, space, and energy supplies and provide management and monitoring
services with multiple sensor nodes and other gateways. The servers store, process, and
visualize data moving from edges. The architecture presents an edge layer as a communication
medium between sensors and servers. A distributed storage technology-IPFS is embedded
into the edge along IOTA Tangle that serves as a gateway between IoT devices and servers.
With distributed storage on edge, the limitations of IOTA, such as double spending and other
attacks, are evaded. Each agricultural sensor data file is transmitted to IPFS to generate a hash,
as explained in subsection 4.2, through its unique content identifier. A Merkle-directed acyclic
graph (Merkle-DAG) calculates a root that can retrieve the original file from the segments. The
distributed storage hash of the crop’s sensor data is then moved toward the Tangle residing in
the edge. The IOTA node receives the hash from the IPFS and further secures it by generating
Tangle hashes using MAM and STREAMS tools, as discussed in subsection 4.3 above. The
distributed ledger technology is feasible for point-point, point-multipoint, and multipoint-
multipoint communications between various sensor devices on the field and multiple servers.
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Fig. 5. CroPAiD Novel Architecture with IPFS and IOTA Tangle.

5 Proposed Algorithms for CroPAiD System

The data from the Internet of Things moves toward the edge layer that has both Distributed
Storage-IPFS (DS) and IOTA Tangle systems implemented. algorithm 1 presents phases in
transferring crop data(Cd) to IPFS and generating 256 kb buffer files to give a root hash at
the end. In the edge distributed storage system (DSE), both private (DSpr) and public keys
(DSpu) are generated to incorporate access control through digital signatures and signing crop
data files. The IPFS converts the crop data (Cd) into a 256kb buffer file (Cd) and signs the
buffer file (Cdbf265 KB)to get a root hash file of the crop data (H(CdCbf)) where H denotes the
hash of the crop data file.

Algorithm 1 Crop Data File to IPFS.
1: Inside the Edge layer the Distributed storage (DSE) generate both Public and Private Keys (DSpu,

DSpr) for the Crop Data.
2: DSE(Cd)−→DSE(Cdbf265 KB).
3: The file gets hashed through cryptography method using SHA 256/SHA 3 to give unique id

represented as CId(Content Identifiers).
4: Encr(DSpu)S= H(DSpr * A), where A is a constant ,* is a mathematical operation that is calculated

in single direction and H is the secured hash function.
5: if Cd is equal H(DSpr* A) is equal H(DSE(Cdbf265 KB)) then
6: Publishing H(Cdbf265 KB) −→IPFS.
7: else
8: Process End.
9: end if

10: Repeat the steps from 1 through 10 whenever a file is uploaded in the edge layer.
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Each input data present in the Tangle creates the following fields: data-length, data, public
key, private key, index, index-next, sign, and auth-sign. The IOTA tangle generates a seed (Sd)
from a random source and produces a key pair for input data using the edwards25519 curve
algorithm. Each input data calculates the index and the index-next via private and public keys.
The hash of the public key is the index, and the hash of the public key for the following input
data is the index-next. A different key pair is generated for the next input data from another
random source, and for hashing, the algorithm used in IOTA is BLAKE2b [24]. Computing
index and index-next are significant because they help in continuous data streaming, data
ownership, verification, and authentication. A digest ’d’ is given by hashing the data, data-
length, public key, and index-next. The sign field is then calculated by signing the digest with
the private key. This will be helpful in verification later for the user. If the user has to verify
the data, compare the hash and sign field values with the public key in the input data. If both
are equal, then the data is verified correctly. The sign field helps in only verification of the
data but does not give authenticity or the author’s identity. The field auth-sign is calculated
by the key pair associated with the sensor device. This authorization signature is calculated
by the private key of the IoT device and stored in a hardware source along with the public key
certificate. To validate and see the authentication of the data, the user compares the signature
with the public key through a trusted third-party certificate authority. The algorithm 2 and
the Fig. 6 show the flow of Crop data in the Edge layer between IPFS and IOTA Tangle in
detail and explains how the data is moved, verified, and authenticated in Tangle.

’H(Cdbf265 KB)’ is taken as the input data to the Tangle ledger System. We represent that
input data ’H(Cdbf265 KB)’ in the following algorithm as ’Iniota,’ data-length as ’Iniotalen,’ the
public key as ’IntanglePukey,’ private key as’IntanglePrkey,’ index as ’I’ and next-index as ’n-I,’
sign field as ’sign’ and auth-sign as ’authsign.’ For Hashing and digest, we represent with
letters ’H’ and ’d’.
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Algorithm 2 Crop Data File in IOTA Tangle.
1: We represent H(Cd)ipfs coming from ipfs as input data to IOTA as Tangle(Iniota).
2: Iniota−→ Iniota, Iniotalen, IntanglePrkey, IntanglePukey, ind,
3: nex-ind,sign authsign.
4: Random Source −→ Sd.
5: Sd −→ IntanglePrkey, IntanglePukey.
6: H(IntanglePukey)−→ I.
7: A different key pair is generated for the next input data (Next-Iniota) from another random source.
8: The key pair from the next input data is (Next-IntanglePrkey) and (Next-IntanglePukey).
9: H(Next-IntanglePukey) −→ n-I.

10: A digest d is calculated for signature.
11: d= H((Iniota) + (Iniotalen) + (IntanglePukey) + (n-I).
12: sign= signature(d + IntanglePrkey)
13: if H(Iniota)==sign+IntanglePukey then
14: Verification Success.
15: else
16: Process End.
17: For authorization, we need the public(IoTPukey) and private keys (IoTPrkey)of the IoT device.
18: authsign = signature(IoTPrkey)
19: if authsign== signature(IoTPukey) then
20: Authentication Success.
21: else
22: Process End.
23: end if
24: end if
25: Repeat the steps from 1 through 25 whenever a file is moved from IPFS in the edge layer.

6 Implementation and Validation

To implement the current system, we have taken the source code from Github and modified the
code to our needs for the CroPAiD application. The application is designed using javascript;
hence we use Node.js as an environment for executing our JS programs. In this application,
it is mainly used to create, open, read, write, delete, and close files that reside on the server.
Node.js is installed in both the application program interface and client programs to test and
deploy the application. We modified and configured the local .json file of the application
program interface (api) with the network settings of the node provider, IPFS node, and the
database using dynamoDbConnection services provided through Amazon web services. Once
the api is configured, the API server starts in the development mode as shown in Fig. 7. For
the client mode to execute, we installed the node.js inside the client directory and configured
the local.json file with the required fields of API endpoint URL, ipfs gateway URL, and the
URL for tangle explorer. After client configuration, the client connects to the API server to
open the front-end web browser.

The front end of the application is designed using React javascript. The user interface of the
CroPAiD application is given in Fig. 8(a) and the Figure.8(b) shows the front-end design for up-
loading the crop data files.A hash is generated once the file gets uploaded to IPFS as shown in
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Fig. 7. Connecting to api and Client Programs.

the Fig. 9(a) and files can be retrieved from IPFS and IOTA Tangle hashes as shown in Fig. 9(b).
Thus, we implement and validate the application and record the DDS and IOTA hash results.

6.1 Datasets

The agricultural datasets we used are from the Kaggle [25] source. Each data belonged to
different vegetables and fruits containing images of healthy and diseased crops. These data
collected are sensitive and usable for further research and analysis in bringing improvements
in farming and are also beneficial in the field of agricultural science. We uploaded the crop
data in the current application to test and validate. Table 2 demonstrates different crop statistics
we used for the present paper.

The Fig.10 shows some sample dataset images we used for storing and sharing in the
CroPAiD application through IPFS and IOTA. When a crop gets infected, it damages and
changes all the primary functions of the food that can harm humans when consumed. This type
of crop infected data is beneficial in predicting future crop damage and helps improve crop
yield. Therefore, such data is crucial for farmers and scientists to take precautions and perform
research and study. This data need to be transmitted in a secure manner without any tampering
for correct analysis. The Fig. 10(a), 10(b), 10(c), 10(d), 10(e), 10(f) show pictures of a healthy
crop and a diseased crop of apple, potato, cherry, corn, grape and tomato correspondingly.

6.2 Experimental Results

To obtain the results for the current application, we have used Intel(R) Core(TM) i9-10885H
CPU @ 2.40GHz, 32.0 GB RAM as the edge layer. We have deployed the application logic
of IPFS and IOTA tangle in this edge system. We upload the crop data file to the IPFS node
to get the hash of the file, as shown in the Table 3. The IPFS hash file generated does not
have the time stamp but avoids duplicates and double-spending attacks on the data transferred.
The application further takes the IPFS hash as an input to the IOTA node to give another
hash from the tangle platform. The Table 3 shows the double hashes produced by both IPFS
and Tangle. The application has been tested with different sizes of crop data to produce two
hashes with both technologies. Once both the hashes were received from the application, we
used the message unique ID to retrieve the original file. The time to upload the files was
very minimal, and the data transactions costs were zero compared to blockchain latencies and
transaction fees. The paper we implement combines distributed storage IPFS and IOTA Tangle
successfully, resulting in higher data security with reduced energy consumption nullifying
the limitations of central, cloud, conventional database, and blockchain systems.
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(a) User Interface.

(b) File Uploading

Fig. 8. CroPAiD Application User Interface.

7 Conclusions and Future Research

The paper suggests a state-of-the-art model that combines distributes storage-IPFS and the
IOTA Tangle for managing the quality and integrity of the agricultural crop sensor data. The
paper resolves various issues raised by traditional database, cloud, central, and blockchain
storage systems, that include data security, privacy, integrity, and overcoming bottlenecks and
latencies of conventional platforms. The Tangle uses tools such as MAM and STREAMS
for communication and to secure the data received from the distributed storage system. In
this paper, we also propose a novel architecture using an edge between the sensor things and
the servers. The system can further be improvised with automation for taking in real-time
data towards the edge IOTA Tangle systems.
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(a) Hash of the File.

(b) File Reteiving

Fig. 9. Implementation of CroPAiD Application.
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(a) Apple-healthy and Apple-Cedarapplerust. (b) Potato-healthy and Potato-Lateblight

(c) Cherry-healthy and Cherry-Powderymildew. (d) Corn-healthy and Corn-Commonrust.

(e) Grape-healthy and Grape-Esca (Black-
Measles).

(f) Tomato-healthy and Tomato-Bacterialspot.

Fig. 10. Sample Images of Crop Condition Dataset.
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